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            Abstract
Each tumour contains diverse cellular states that underlie intratumour heterogeneity (ITH), a central challenge of cancer therapeutics1. Dozens of recent studies have begun to describe ITH by single-cell RNA sequencing, but each study typically profiled only a small number of tumours and provided a narrow view of transcriptional ITH2. Here we curate, annotate and integrate the data from 77 different studies to reveal the patterns of transcriptional ITH across 1,163 tumour samples covering 24 tumour types. Among the malignant cells, we identify 41 consensus meta-programs, each consisting of dozens of genes that are coordinately upregulated in subpopulations of cells within many tumours. The meta-programs cover diverse cellular processes including both generic (for example, cell cycle and stress) and lineage-specific patterns that we map into 11 hallmarks of transcriptional ITH. Most meta-programs of carcinoma cells are similar to those identified in non-malignant epithelial cells, suggesting that a large fraction of malignant ITH programs are variable even before oncogenesis, reflecting the biology of their cell of origin. We further extended the meta-program analysis to six common non-malignant cell types and utilize these to map cell–cell interactions within the tumour microenvironment. In summary, we have assembled a comprehensive pan-cancer single-cell RNA-sequencing dataset, which is available through the Curated Cancer Cell Atlas website, and leveraged this dataset to carry out a systematic characterization of transcriptional ITH.
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                    Fig. 1: Defining MPs from a curated and annotated collection of scRNA-seq datasets.[image: ]


Fig. 2: MPs and their functional annotations.[image: ]


Fig. 3: MP context specificity.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Non-malignant MPs and their similarity to malignant MPs.[image: ]


Fig. 5: Correlations between MPs of different cell types.[image: ]
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                Data availability

              
              This work relied on curation and integrative analysis of external studies and did not involve generation of new primary data. The curated data from 71 studies are available at https://www.weizmann.ac.il/sites/3CA, including the primary datasets and results of multiple downstream analyses. Datasets from one curated study (PDAC study by Chan-Seng-Yue et al. 2020 (ref. 41)) are available only through EGA with accession code EGAS00001002543 (permissions for sharing through 3CA were denied). Additional datasets from unpublished studies will be added when possible.

            

Code availability

              
              The code for generating MPs and inferring MP distribution across and within samples in a study (Extended Data Fig. 11) is provided in https://github.com/tiroshlab/3ca/tree/main/ITH_hallmarks. Additional code for downstream analysis will be provided in the future in the 3CA website and through GitHub (https://github.com/tiroshlab/3ca)42.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Genes and functional annotations of malignant MPs.
(a) Heatmap showing NMF scores for all MP genes (rows) across all robust NMF programs (columns, arranged as in Fig. 2a). Dashed lines separate the genes of different MPs; MP numbers (right) and selected genes (left) are indicated. (b) Significance (-log10(FDR)) of the enrichment of selected functional annotations (columns) for all of the MPs (rows, ordered as in a). Annotations are colored by their database origin, as indicated (right legend). See Table S3 for additional functional annotations.


Extended Data Fig. 2 MP regulators inferred by SCENIC.
(a) Heatmap showing the mean correlations between regulon scores and MP scores (correlations were calculated separately within each sample, and then averaged across samples). Regulons were included if they had a consistent association with at least one MP, defined as correlation above 0.5 (or below −0.5) in at least 10 samples or in at least 30% of the samples with that MP (see Table S6 for a list of such regulons). (b) Distributions of the correlations whose means are shown in a for selected regulons associated with nine MPs (each shown in a separate panel). ex., extended.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Genetic subclones explain limited variability in MP expression.
(a-b) CNA patterns for two samples from the Lee et al. 2020 colorectal study, in which 3 and 2 subclones were detected, respectively. Few cells were unresolved with respect to subclone assignment. (c-d) Boxplots depicting MP scores across cells in subclones detected in a and b, for all MPs detected in the respective samples. Also shown is the significance of the difference between subclones. In sample SMC01, only the Interferon/MHC-II (I) was significantly different between subclone A and the other two subclones; in sample SMC18, none of the MPs was significantly different between subclones. Boxes indicate the median and 1st and 3rd quartiles, while the upper and lower whiskers respectively extend to maximal and minimal values which are no further than 1.5 times the interquartile range from the 3rd and 1st quartiles. e Percentage of all 481 detected subclones in which zero, one or >1 MPs were found as significantly differentially expressed in comparison to the other subclones from the same tumor (as exemplified in panel c). f For each MP, the X-axis shows the percentage of subclones in which that MP was significantly different from other subclones in the same tumor (calculated only among subclones in which the MP is detected); for that subset of significant subclones, the Y-axis shows the mean fraction of cells with at least a 2-fold difference from the average of the tumor: cells with score above 1 for subclones with increased MP expression, or cells with score below −1 for subclones with decreased MP expression. Thus, even in subclones with a significant upregulation/downregulation, only a minority of cells have larger than 2-fold effect. Red dot (‘ALL’) indicates the average across all MPs.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Associations of MPs with genomic alterations in TCGA data.
(a-b) Heatmaps showing significant associations between MP scores (columns) and mutations or focal amplifications/deletions (rows), colored by the cancer types in which they were observed, or in red if observed in multiple cancer types. Panels separate positive and negative effects, that is, associations where the difference in score between tumors with and without a given genomic alteration is positive or negative, respectively. Significance levels were computed by two-sided t-test and adjusted by Benjamini-Hochberg correction. Exact p values are shown in Table S7. (c-d) Same as a-b for chromosome arm gains and losses. (e) Boxplot showing scores (Y-axis) for the Interferon/MHC-II (I) meta-program in HNSCC tumors (points, n = 480 biologically independent samples), comparing CASP8-mut tumors, or CASP8-mut/HRAS-mut/TP53-wt tumors, with all others (X-axis). Significance levels were computed by two-sided t-test, without adjustment. Boxes indicate the median and 1st and 3rd quartiles, while the upper and lower whiskers respectively extend to maximal and minimal values which are no further than 1.5 times the interquartile range from the 3rd and 1st quartiles. (f) Boxplot showing scores (Y-axis) for the Interferon/MHC-II (I) meta-program in LUAD tumors (points, n = 492 biologically independent samples), comparing tumors with and without STK11 and KEAP1 mutations, respectively. Significance levels were computed by two-sided t-test, without adjustment. Boxes and whiskers are defined as in e. (g) Boxplot showing scores (Y-axis) for the PDAC-classical meta-program in NSD1-mut and NSD1-wt HNSCC tumors (points), first amongst all HNSCC tumors (n = 480 biologically independent samples), then separately for non-laryngeal and laryngeal tumors (n = 373 and n = 107 respectively). Significance levels were computed by two-sided t-test, without adjustment. Boxes and whiskers are defined as in e. (h) Boxplot showing scores (Y-axis) in NSD1-mut and NSD1-wt HNSC tumors (points, n = 480 biologically independent samples) for three MP30-related gene-sets: those specific to the Mucinous LUAD tumors, those specific to Classical PDAC tumors, and those shared between Mucinous LUAD and Classical PDAC tumors. Significance levels were computed by two-sided t test, without adjustment. Boxes and whiskers are defined as in e. (i) Histogram of scores for the Glutathione meta-program in KIRC tumors (n = 532 biologically independent samples). The dashed red line indicates the chosen threshold of −1, used to define Glutathione-low and -high populations. (j) Bar plot showing the percentage of KIRC tumors (Y-axis) in Glutathione-low and -high categories (color) having alterations in VHL, PBRM1 and CDKN2A genes (X-axis). Significance levels were computed by two-sided Fisher test, without adjustment, and the notation ‘*’, ‘**’ and ‘***’ indicates p < 0.05, p < 0.01 and p < 0.001, respectively (exact p-values are 0.00064, 0.0025 and 0.020 for the VHL, PBRM1 and CDKN2A comparisons, respectively). (k) Kaplan-Meier plot comparing survival probability (Y-axis) across time (X-axis) between KIRC tumors in Glutathione-low and -high categories (color), with p-value computed by log-rank test. Error bands represent 95% confidence intervals. (l) Boxplot comparing the average scores for the G1/S and G2/M MPs (Y-axis) between KIRC tumors (points, n = 532 biologically independent samples) in the Glutathione-low and -high categories (color), with P-value computed by two-sided t-test. Boxes and whiskers are defined as in e.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Associations of MPs with clinical features in TCGA data.
(a) Heatmap showing the hazard ratio of scores for MPs (rows) with respect to overall survival in each cancer type (columns). Purple and green represent association with worse and better survival, respectively. For relevant carcinoma types, the columns of results from data deconvolved by CIBERSORTx are presented with the suffix “(d)”, adjacent to the corresponding column for non-deconvolved data. Significant associations are labelled with ‘*’ for p < 0.05, ‘**’ for p < 0.01 and ‘***’ for p < 0.001. Significance levels were computed via Cox regression and likelihood ratio test, and adjusted by Benjamini-Hochberg correction. Exact p values are shown in Table S8. (b-c) Heatmaps as in a showing the difference in average scores between tumors stratified by lymph node metastasis and therapy resistance, respectively. Significance levels were computed by two-sided t-test and adjusted by Benjamini-Hochberg correction. Exact p values are shown in Table S8. (d) Scatterplot showing consistency of associations of MPs with clinical features in TCGA data. Each point represents an MP, its X-value being the sum of the signs (1 for positive effect, −1 for negative effect) of all significant effects (adjusted p value < 0.05, with adjusted p values as in a-c) for that MP across all cancer types and clinical features, and its Y-value being the sum of the signs of all effects for that MP. Selected points are labelled with their corresponding MPs.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Experimental validation related to EpiSen and PDAC-classical MPs.
(a) Example of EpiSen in HNSCC (SPRR1B+) with the senescence-associated secretory-like phenotype (SLPI+) (representative image from 3 independent experiments). (b) The PDAC-classical MP (panCK+TFF1+) is also observed in other cancer types such as invasive mucinous lung adenocarcinoma (also shown in Fig. 3e). In both PDAC and invasive mucinous lung adenocarcinoma, subsets of cancer cells expressing TFF1 are spatially zonated (representative images from 4 independent experiments per cancer type).


Extended Data Fig. 7 Observed vs. expected distribution of MPs across cancer types.
Similar plots as in Fig. 3a for the TME cell types. See Methods for exact definitions.


Extended Data Fig. 8 Jaccard similarity between MPs of malignant cells and TME cells.
Similar to Fig. 4b for the remaining non-malignant cell types. The most significant overlap was observed for MPs of the cell-cycle, stress, interferon and MYC.


Extended Data Fig. 9 Dissimilarities within MPs across different cancer types and cell types.
(a) Comparing the EMT-II MP between PDAC samples and samples from other cancer types. For each gene, the correlation with the MP scores were calculated in each sample with the MP, and those correlations are compared between PDAC and non-PDAC samples, showing their mean (X-axis) and significance (Y-axis). Red and blue reflect genes with significantly higher or lower MP correlations in PDAC, respectively, calculated by a two-sided t-test adjusted by Benjamini-Hochberg correction. (b) Same as a, but instead of correlation with MP, the measure for each gene in each sample is the differential expression (log-ratio) between cells with MP score above 1 and those with score below 1. (c,d) heatmaps corresponding to a and b that show the actual correlation or differential-expression values across the PDAC samples (to the left of the black vertical line) vs. the other samples, showing genes that were high in both approaches (above the dashed line) vs. genes that were low in both approaches. The genes in both heatmaps are the same but are sorted differently (in decreasing order according to their average in PDAC samples). (e) The overlap between MHC-II or Interferon related MPs from different cell types and several curated gene-sets. The only MP with considerable overlap to both MHC-II and Interferon response came from cancer. (f) NMF scores of samples that participated in e averaged according to cancer type. Grey indicates missing values. (g) Average expression of MHC and interferon response genes (rows) across samples (column) in which the Interferon/MHC-II(I) MP was detected. In each sample, the expression was averaged only among cells that scored above 1 to the MP. Samples are sorted by the average difference between MHC-II and Interferon genes. Genes above the top broken line reflect MHC-I, genes between the broken lines reflect MHC-II, and genes below the bottom broken line reflect Interferon response.


Extended Data Fig. 10 Coupling and decoupling of MHC-II and Interferon response.
In malignant cells, MHC-II and interferon response are often co-expressed, unlike in non-malignant cells where they are uncoupled (e.g. asterisks in a, right panel in d). Cancer cells co-expressing MHC-II and interferon response frequently form an expression gradient in which the cancer cells co-express both markers on a continuum (upper panels in a and b; panel c; left panel in d). T cells often cluster around cancer cells with high expression of interferon response and MHC class II (left lower panels in a; left lower panel in b; left and middle lower panels in d) (representative images from 3 independent experiments per cancer type).


Extended Data Fig. 11 MP distribution across the Puram 2017 HNSCC study.
(a) Pie chart depicting the proportions of malignant cell assignment to malignant MPs combining all samples in the study. Each cell was assigned to a single MP to which it scored the highest (given that the maximal score was larger than 1). MPs with total proportions of less than 5% (across the whole study) are not shown. (b,c) Two examples for the MP distribution across samples (samples 26 and 25, bar plots). Heatmaps show the expression of the MPs per sample, with the MP genes in the rows and cells in the columns. Legend lists all MPs that had a maximal score above 1 in at least 5% of the cells in at least one sample (including samples not shown). See Methods (and code availability) for exact definition and code.
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